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You enjoy the freedom to be out and about. With family or friends. At work or at play. To suit your
lifestyle. You are a keen driver, who likes the feel of the open road. Nothing to hold you back;
green lights all the way. The pure joy of driving which feels so natural.

But it’s not just a responsive vehicle that you need. You also want style. A spacious interior and
comfort are a must, as well as the ability to perform a variety of tasks. Enter the Mazda MPV
(Multi-Purpose Vehicle) – a car for which the phrase MPV was invented.

The Mazda MPV seats up to seven and still has plenty of room in the back for luggage. Just climb
on board and enjoy the space, the comfort, and the journey – even on the longest trips.

But that’s not all the Mazda MPV has to offer. It also has real power under the skin for spirited
performance whilst on the move.

Inspiration



MOVING YOU IN NEW WAYS.

Mazda MPV



The Mazda MPV offers an abundance of space, seats that can be configured to meet a wide variety
of transporting needs and an exceptional level of insulation from road noise to maximise your
riding comfort. But it also has style.

Its clean dynamic lines are complemented by sporty bumpers and 5-spoke alloy wheels. Beauty is
much more than skin deep however – something you will appreciate as soon as you get behind the
wheel.  It will move you in many different ways. Whether cornering or on the straight, once you’re
on the road you’ll find that the Mazda MPV delivers on its promise: real driving enjoyment.



Driving dynamics

SPIRITED DRIVING.



The best thing about expectations is when they are exceeded and the Mazda MPV does this 
superbly. With its spacious interior, looks, handling and quality it delivers a superlative overall 
driving experience.

An all new range of state-of-the-art engines, combined with an optimised chassis and direct-link
steering system, deliver the perfect combination of power and control. The result: high directional
stability, agile handling and excellent acceleration. A spirited performance all round.

The Mazda MPV is more than simply a people mover. Its responsive nature will rekindle the enjoyment
of that quiet country road or open stretch of highway

But don’t just take our word for it. See your local Mazda dealer for a test drive. You won’t regret it.



EXCEPTION THAT DEFIES THE RULE.

Flexibility



So what distinguishes the exceptional Mazda MPV from the ordinary? Simple. A streamlined outer
body with real capacity inside and with the Mazda MPV, that’s exactly what you get.

With plenty of room for seven people, you will always be able to travel in comfort and style, even
over longer journeys. So what about your luggage? Again, no problem. With all seven seats in place
there is still almost 300 litres of luggage space and, with just the third row seats removed, there
is a full 866 litre capacity. You couldn’t ask for more flexibility. Indeed the whole interior concept
of the Mazda MPV is designed around intelligent use of space.

The individual rear seats can be positioned in a variety of ways, giving an almost limitless number
of seating combinations. Being individual they can be moved or removed separately so you can pack
in bulkier items such as sporting equipment – and probably most of the team as well!

With a level load surface of up to 2.14 metres and more than 2,500 litres* of stowage space, there-
’s virtually no task that the Mazda MPV can’t handle. 

*Maximum value according to factory data (non-binding).



LIFE IN THE FAST LANE.

Engines



Do you love a spirited drive and look for ways of freeing yourself from the daily grind? If so, then the Mazda MPV is your kind 
of car. Like you, it has spirit. With two powerful and refined MZR engines to choose from – an all-new 2.3 litre petrol engine and
2.0 litre common-rail diesel – the Mazda MPV give you responsive performance and the freedom to enjoy the open road.

The 2.3 litre MZR petrol engine loves to rev, yet it is especially quiet and low in vibration. The result is a 141 ps powerplant that
has exceptionally smooth operation and economical fuel consumption. The 2.3 MZR engine already meets the Euro IV emissions
standards required for new cars registered from 2006 onwards.

The all-new 2.0 litre MZR-CD common-rail diesel with 136 ps provides even better fuel economy but without sacrificing on road
performance. Its second generation common rail injection system produces an injection pressure 30% higher than ‘conventional’
systems. The result is an enormous 310 Nm of torque delivered over a wide rev range, including at higher revs. The result is superb
driving characteristics, making this all-new engine anything but ordinary. 

Whether you prefer petrol or diesel, you have the choice of two exceptional engines: outstanding performance; maximum refine-
ment; the perfect ride. Most importantly, they help make driving fun, so that even after longer journeys you’ll still 
feel perfectly calm and relaxed. Ready to start again.



Safety

ALL ROUND PROTECTION.



When it comes to safety, the new Mazda MPV doesn’t fool around. Protecting you and your passengers is the utmost priority. Espe-
cially in difficult situations. As such, our designers have worked hard to ensure that our sophisticated safety features
– whether active or passive – are carefully thought-through and class leading.

Driver, front passenger and side airbags provide effective, all round protection. Furthermore, both outer seats in the second
row are equipped with ISOFIX child seat anchorages to ensure even the smallest passengers enjoy maximum protection.

Mazda's Triple-H impact energy absorption system, with three H-formed body re-inforcements, has been specifically developed to
strengthen the passenger cell and provide maximum protection no matter what direction the impact comes from. The front side
doors have an integrated protective side moulding and the sliding rear doors feature a bespoke locking mechanism to hold the
doors open on inclines, yet allow them to close easily when required. 

The new multi-reflector head and tail lamps not only provide excellent illumination for night driving, they make quite a
statement too.

Standard Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) with Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD) provide a high level of active safety by
ensuring that braking power is best distributed depending on vehicle load and driving conditions. The Traction Control System
(TCS)* prevents the driving wheels from spinning enabling the driver to remain in control of the vehicle, even
in slippery conditions. 

*Mazda MPV 2.3 only

Traction Control System (TCS) available on Mazda MPV 2.3 only

ABS with EBD standard on all models



Quality

PERFECT IN EVERY DETAIL.



It's always important striving to make good ideas even better.

That’s why we place such tremendous importance on detail – perfecting the development and manufacture of our vehicles.

Perfection in manufacture is achieved by painstaking workmanship using the highest quality materials. We want a Mazda 
to offer you that little bit more comfort and style than you are used to. Every time. Inside and out. Guaranteed.

Indeed the Mazda MPV comes with a three year/60,000 mile warranty*, as well as a six year unlimited mileage anti-perforation
warranty and a three year Mazda European roadside assistance package.

Fulfilling technical, service and quality requirements is a manufacturer’s duty; setting standards is our choice.

*There is no mileage limit during the first year of warranty



Interior

GREAT IDEAS.

Carbon-effect detailing Ventilation for rear seat passengers Independent controls for rear seat passengers



For those who enjoy quality and style, the Mazda MPV is the choice of the 
connoisseur. And with its sporty carbon-effect instrument panel and suede-type 
black seat upholstery, the Mazda MPV cannot fail to attract attention. The two-tone
environment colour lends a further sporty touch to an already sporty Mazda MPV. 
Your ears will be equally impressed, thanks to the Mazda modular audio system
with CD player, 8 speakers and steering wheel mounted controls. 

The Mazda MPV's interior ventilation system has been designed to ensure 
the comfort of everybody travelling in the car.  Its air conditioning features 
independent controls for both the front and rear, while rear seat passengers 
benefit from the additional air vents located in the ceiling lining and floor area.

Numerous bottle holders are located around the interior Seatback assist handles aid access for rear seat passengers Illuminated vanity mirrors



Accessories

PERSONALISE.

Mazda offers an extensive range of accessories to 
personalise your Mazda MPV. As you would expect,
Mazda accessories meet the highest quality standards
and complement your Mazda perfectly.

For further information please see your Mazda dealer.

Wood-effect door panel inserts Wood-effect gear knob Mazda's modular audio system can be easily upgraded by a Mazda dealer

Chrome front grille garnish Chrome tailgate garnish and stainless steel rear bumper protector ISOFIX child seat



Service

AT YOUR SERVICE.

Keeping you mobile is our greatest concern.

We don't just insist on perfection down to the last
detail in our cars.  It's just as important that we provide
you with service of the highest quality through your
Mazda dealer.  We have a nationwide network of dealers,
available at any time to ensure your Mazda MPV stays in
tip top condition.

Everything is designed to give you the greatest 
enjoyment – the exhilaration and fun that driving
a Mazda is all about.



For further information please see your Mazda dealer. Cars shown are for illustration
purposes only and may differ from UK specification. Mazda Motors UK Limited 
reserves the right to introduce at any time alterations in design and construction,
changes of detail, equipment and accessories. To avoid any misunderstanding any
person interested in purchasing a vehicle should enquire of a Mazda dealer as to
whether there have been any material alterations since the date of issue of this
brochure.
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